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Effect of a columnar defect on the shape of slow-combustion fronts
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We report experimental results for the behavior of slow-combustion fronts in the presence of a columnar
defect with enhanced or reduced driving, and compare them with those of mean-field theory. We also compare
them with simulation results for an analogous problem of driven flow of particles with hard-core repulsion
~ASEP! and a single defect bond with a different hopping probability. The difference in the shape of the front
profiles for enhanced vs reduced driving in the defect clearly demonstrates the existence of a Kardar-Parisi-
Zhang-type nonlinear term in the effective evolution equation for the slow-combustion fronts. We also find that
slow-combustion fronts display a faceted form for large enough enhanced driving, and that there is a corre-
sponding increase then in the average front speed. This increase in the average front speed disappears at a
nonzero enhanced driving in agreement with the simulated behavior of the ASEP model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium interfaces that display interesting scali
properties are quite common in physical~crystal growth,
fluid penetration into porous media, etc.!, chemical~reaction
fronts! as well as biological~growing bacterial colonies! sys-
tems. The dynamics of these systems have long been tho
to be generically described by the Kardar-Parisi-Zha
~KPZ! equation@1#, or some other equation of motion in th
same universality class@2#. In two space dimensions in pa
ticular ~one-dimensional interfaces! when exact solutions ar
available, the scaling properties of the KPZ equation are w
understood. The same is not, however, true for the exp
mental observations of scaling of interfaces. Typically, o
has found a roughening exponent clearly higher than tha
the KPZ equation@2#. Various explanations have been su
gested as for why the KPZ scaling has not generally b
found, and most of the time correlated and/or non-Gaus
noise have been the prime suspects@2,3#.

Recent experiments on slow-combustion fronts propa
ing in paper@4,5#, and on flux fronts penetrating a high-Tc
thin-film superconductor@6#, have provided new insight into
this problem @7#. It indeed appears that short-rang
correlated noise, quenched and dynamical, with possibl
the same time a non-Gaussian amplitude distribution
small time differences induces an additional length an
related time scale, beyond which KPZ scaling can only
observed. Despite these recent advances, it would stil
worthwhile to demonstrate the existence of the nonlin
term, as introduced by Kardar, Parisi, and Zhang@1,8#, and
essential for the KPZ dynamics, directly from the observ
fronts. This would in essence prove that KPZ type of dyna
ics, including possibly effects of nontrivial noise, can inde
be expected to be generic for nonequilibrium interfaces. O
can demonstrate the presence of this term indirectly by
1063-651X/2003/68~5!/051103~7!/$20.00 68 0511
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ing, e.g., inverse schemes able to infer the~partial! differen-
tial equation that governs the observed stochastic evolu
of interfaces@9#, but there is also a way to produce a direc
observable effect on the shape of the interface due to
term.

This method for observing the operation of the nonline
term was suggested already some time ago by Wolf and T
@10#. They considered the effect of columnar defects, colu
nar in two space dimensions on which case we concent
here, and found that there is a clear ‘‘asymmetry’’ betwe
the shapes of the fronts that propagate in the presence
defect with enhanced and correspondingly reduced driv
This asymmetry is a direct consequence of the nonlin
term in the KPZ equation. For a positive coefficient in th
term, applicable to slow-combustion fronts, the nois
averaged front should be faceted with a forward-pointing
angular shape around a defect with enhanced driving, wi
height proportional asymptotically to the width of the samp
in the case of a defect in the middle of the sample, or to
basic period in the case of periodic boundary conditions
the case of reduced driving in the defect, the shape of
front should not be faceted, and the magnitude of the~nega-
tive! deformation in the profile should be proportional, a
cording to this mean-field theory, to the logarithm of th
basic period. Despite its apparent simplicity, this kind of e
periment has never been performed.

As is well known, the body-centered solid-on-solid inte
face model in which the nearest-neighbor heights are
stricted to differing only by61, displays KPZ behavior, and
is on the other hand equivalent to a driven flow of partic
~hopping rate p) with hard-core repulsive interaction
~ASEP! @2#. A columnar defect in an interface model corr
sponds to a fixed slow or fast bond~hopping raterp with r
,1 or r .1, respectively! in the ASEP model. A faceted
interface corresponds to a traffic jam of infinite length in t
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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thermodynamic limit behind the slow bond. Another relat
question is the detailed shape of the density/interface pro
The mean-field theory of Ref.@10# predicts an infinite queue
for all r ,1 and a logarithmic decay of density forwards t
average in the depletion zone behind the fast bond for
.1, i.e.,r c51. Janowsky and Lebowitz@11# considered the
totally asymmetric ASEP model with a slow bond, but co
centrated mainly on the shock wave fluctuations far aw
from the slow bond, and apparently did not consider
faceting/queueing transition~they had a phase diagram wit
r c51). The same model was also considered by Kolomei
@12#, but he did not consider the faceting/queueing transit
either.

Kandel and Mukamel considered a somewhat differ
model, which is supposed to be in the same universa
class, and proposed@13# that the faceting/queueing transitio
should take place at ar c,1. Their simulation data were no
however, conclusive.

The ‘‘slow-bond issue’’ has also been considered in
context of the directed polymer problem@14–19#. As dis-
cussed above, the~111!-dimensional ASEP is equivalent t
~111!-dimensional KPZ-type growth, and the latter to a d
rected polymer in two dimensions subject to a random
tential. The slow bond transforms into a columnar def
with an attractive short-range interaction, and the queue
transition translates into whether the polymer becomes lo
ized to this defect. A number of arguments suggest that
ASEP model is at the critical dimension above which loc
ization takes place at a nonzero strength of the defect,
one thus expects thatr c51 and that the transition likely
involves an essential singularity@14–19#.

In slow-combustion experiments the detailed shape of
front profile is difficult to determine, and thereby also t
disappearance of faceting. Faceting is, however, relate
increased front speed, also in the thermodynamic limit,
this is an easier observable. For possible nonfaceted fro
which would correspond tor c,r ,1, an increased fron
speed would only be a finite-size effect, as also the decre
front speed in the case of a defect with reduced driving c
responding tor .1. Notice that the effective nonlinear term
is positive in the slow-combustion experiments, while it
negative in the ASEP models. Therefore, enhanced~reduced!
driving in the defect in the first case corresponds to a s
~fast! bond in the latter case.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The equipment we use in slow-combustion experime
has been described elsewhere@4,5#, so it suffices to say here
that samples were ‘‘burned’’ in a chamber with controllab
conditions and that the video signal of propagating fro
was compressed and stored online in a computer. The sp
resolution of the setup was 120mm, and the time resolution
was 0.1 s. For the samples we used the lens-paper g
~Whatman! which we have also used previously@5#. Lens
paper was now used to speed up the experiments.

As slow-combustion fronts do not propagate in pap
without adding an oxygen source for maintaining the che
cal reaction involved, we added as before@4,5# a small
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amount of potassium nitrate in the samples. This method
allows for a relatively easy way to produce enhanced or
duced driving in the columnar defect. By using masks it
straightforward to produce a narrow~vertical! stripe with re-
duced or enhanced amount of potassium nitrate. The ave
concentration of potassium nitrate determines the aver
speed of the fronts, so it serves as the control paramete
the problem.

It is, however, quite difficult to accurately regulate th
amount of potassium nitrate absorbed in the sample. T
means that it is difficult to produce samples with exactly t
same base concentration, and the same concentration d
ence between the base paper and the columnar defect. T
fore, the statistics we get for any fixed difference in the co
centration is not quite as good as we would hope. They
adequate for the main features of the fronts but not for s
details as, e.g., accurate forms of the front profiles. They
also good enough for a quantitative analysis of change
the front speed.

The samples were typically 20 cm~width!340 cm, and
the columnar defect~vertical stripe! in the middle of the
sample was 1.0 cm wide. The defect cannot be too in
case narrow as fluctuations in the slow-combustion proc
would then tend to wipe out its effect. Too wide a strip
would on the other hand cause effects due to its nonz
width, which are unwarranted. We also used simulations w
a discretized KPZ equation to check that the ratio 1 cm to
cm should not cause additional effects@20#. The length of the
samples was in most cases adequate for achieving statio
behavior, and only those results are used here where sa
tion of the profile was evident.

When analyzing the front profiles, the stripe was remov
from the data, as well as about 6 mm from both bounda
of the samples. As the system is symmetric across the s
in the middle, the observed front profiles were also symm
trized for better statistics.

As already reported before@4,5#, fluctuations in the slow-
combustion fronts in paper are noticeable. For extreme
ues of the potassium-nitrate concentration there appear p
lems with pinning ~low concentration! or local avalanche
type of bursts~high concentration! in the fronts. Also, very
small values of the concentration difference between the b
paper and the defect stripe could not be used, as fluctuat
then completely masked the effect of the defect. These p
lems were noticeable for reduced driving in the defect
particular. In the data reported here, concentration varied
tween 0.265 and 0.61 g m22 in the base paper, between 0
and 1.05 g m22 in the stripe, and the concentration diffe
ence varied between 0.06 and 0.49 g m22 on the positive
side~25 burns!, and20.197 and20.478 g m22 on the nega-
tive side~19 burns!. Because of the practical restrictions an
fluctuation effects, the number of successful burns was r
tively small.

III. RESULTS

We will need the dependence on potassium-nitrate c
centration of the front velocity below so we consider it firs
3-2
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EFFECT OF A COLUMNAR DEFECT ON THE SHAPE OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 051103 ~2003!
It is useful to begin with a discussion of the accuracy of
front-velocity determination.

A. Front velocity

Lens paper is thin so that variations in its mass den
and dynamical effects such as~possibly turbulent! convec-
tion around the combustion front are both expected to m
a contribution to the effective noise. Noise amplitude is co
sequently relatively large@4,5#, and therefore also velocity
distribution of a propagating front can be expected to
broad. We show in Fig. 1 the distribution for two differe
values of the potassium-nitrate concentration.

It is evident from this figure that even though the avera
velocities in these two cases are relatively well separated
easily distinguishable, the velocity distributions have a
overlap. Together with the limited statistics for any fixe
value of ~the difference in! the potassium-nitrate concentr
tion, these broad distributions mean that some variation
be expected to occur in the measured average velocities~ve-
locity differences! of the fronts.

In the presence of a columnar defect, we should, e
determine the change in the average front speed arising
the defect. This can be accomplished by analyzing separa
the undeformed ‘‘flat’’ part of the fronts, and the part of th
front profile affected by the presence of the defect. Deter
nation of the average speed of the flat fronts is done in
transient~with respect to profile shape! phase in which the
~growing! width of the deformed profile is still less than th
width of the sample. In this phase the flat part of the fron
already in the saturated regime with constant average ve
ity. The average speed of the deformed profile is determi
in a later phase in which the width of the deformed part
the profile essentially coincides with the sample width.

We have also determined the average front velocity
122 individual burns for a fairly broad interval in th
potassium-nitrate concentration, and these data are show
Fig. 2 together with a linear fit to the measured points.

The dependence on potassium-nitrate concentration o
front velocity is not expected to be linear especially near
pinning limit, but, for the concentration range shown here
is well approximated by a linear behavior, which is also mo

FIG. 1. Velocity distributions for slow-combustion fronts wit
potassium-nitrate concentrations 0.34 g m22 ~full line! and
0.536 g m22 ~dashed line!. Velocities are determined for a time dif
ference of 2 s.
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convenient for the subsequent analysis. We find that wit
linear fit to the data, the front velocityv is given, on average
by

v54.2C16.2, ~1!

whereC is the potassium-nitrate concentration, andv is in
units mm s21 whenC is expressed in g m22.

Before showing the measured front profiles in the pr
ence of a columnar defect, let us consider, in order to m
later comparisons more transparent, what is expected f
the mean-field solution as reported in Ref.@10#.

B. Mean-field prediction

We assume that the time evolution of the fronth(x,t) is
governed by the KPZ equation]h/]t5n¹2h1(l/2)(¹h)2

1k1h(x,t), where h(x,t) describes white noise with
d-function correlations in space and time, and the drivi
term contains the idealized defect as ad-function contribu-
tion, k5k01k1(nd(x2L/21nL). For simplicity we as-
sume here as in Ref.@10# periodic boundary conditions. I
we average over noise in the KPZ equation and den
H(x,t)[^h(x,t)&, we find that

]H~x,t !

]t
5nH91

l

2
~H8!21

l

2
^~“dh!2&1k, ~2!

are H8[H8(x,t) denotes the spatial derivative ofH and
dh[h(x,t)2H(x,t) describes fluctuations around the nois
averaged profile. A corresponding equation can be deri
for dh @10#.

As dh should not depend~locally! on H(x,t) nor on
H8(x,t), and only local interdependence betweendh and the
noise-averaged profile can be assumed to appear, one w
then expect @10# that in leading order^(“dh)2&5a0
1a2H9(x,t), with a0 anda2 some constants. This assum
tion will make Eq.~2! closed so that it can be solved witho
further reference to the fluctuations. Thed-function contri-
bution in the driving term will induce cusps inH(x) at x
5L/22nL, and the solution of Eq.~2! is therefore equiva-
lent to solving the equation

FIG. 2. Front velocity as a function of potassium-nitrate conc
tration. Measured points are denoted by stars and the line is a li
fit to these points.
3-3
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]H~x,t !

]t
5neH91

l

2
~H8!21ke ~3!

in the interval 2L/2<x<L/2, with boundary conditions
H(L/2)5H(2L/2) andH8(6L/2)56s. Here we have de-
fined the effective~renormalized! parametersne[n1la2/2
and ke[k01la0/2, and the magnitude of the slope of th
front at the defects iss[k1/2ne .

Equation ~3! is the well-known Burgers equation@21#
which can be solved in closed form in one space dimens
It is useful to express it first in dimensionless form, whi
can be achieved with transformationsH5H0H̃,x
5H0x̃/s, t52H0 t̃ /(ls2), with H0[2ne /l the internal
length scale of the system.

We look for a stationary solution of this equation in th
form H̃( x̃, t̃ )5@ke1sgn(k1)q2# t̃ 1 ln@f(qx̃)#, where sgn(z)
is the sign ofz, and we have already used the Hopf transf
mation in the spatial part of the ansatz to remove the non
earity from the equation forf. We find that@10#

f ~z!5cosh~z!, q tanhS qL̃

2
D 51 ~4!

for enhanced driving in the defect (k1.0), and

f ~z!5cos~z!, q tanS qL̃

2
D 51 ~5!

for reduced driving in the defect (k1,0). HereL̃[sL/H0 is
the dimensionless width of the system andz[qx̃. Asymp-
totically, for L̃@1 ~and l.0), the profile around a defec
with enhanced driving is a forward-pointing triangle wi
sides that have slopes6s and with heightDH1[H(L/2)
2H(0).sL/2. The asymptotic profile around a defect wi
reduced driving is given byH0lnucos(px/L)u so thatDH2.
2H0ln(sL/pH0). The magnitude ofH1 thus grows linearly
with L ~or s) while that of H2 only grows logarithmically
with L ~or s). This asymmetry is a direct consequence of
nonlinear term that enhances the deformation in the for
case but reduces it in the latter case.

C. Measured front profiles

In the above mean-field theory,dv[k1 /L is the differ-
ence between the front velocity~driving! inside the defect
and outside the defect. In the slow-combustion experime
this velocity difference is regulated by the potassium-nitr
concentration so that nowdv54.2DC, where the numerica
factor comes from the linear fit given by Eq.~1!, and DC
[Cdefect2Cbase is the concentration difference. This mea
that the scaling factors is given bys54.2LuDCu/ne . With-
out as yet knowing the actual value ofne needed for evalu-
ating the size ofs andH0, reasonable estimates, based on
results from the inverse method solution for the effect
equation of motion@9#, indicate that the slow-combustio
fronts are not necessarily in the strictly asymptotic regim
we expect thatL̃.1 but not by a very big margin. Notice
05110
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that the size ofL̃ is now regulated byDC as the widthL of

the samples is held fixed. Despite the achievable values oL̃,
we can expect to clearly see the asymmetry in the height
the front profiles for different signs of the concentration d
ference. In Fig. 3 we show the averaged~and symmetrized!
front profiles forDC560.33.

It is indeed evident that there is a clear difference in
heights of the front profiles around defects with enhanc
and correspondingly reduced driving. By following the tra
sient time evolution of the fronts, we could also see a cl
difference there. ForDC.0, when a triangular deformation
was formed after a while around the central stripe, its hei
and base length grew with a more or less constant velo
until the base length reached the width of the sample, w
the slopes of the sides of this triangle remained roughly c
stant. ForDC,0 on the other hand, the height of the defo
mation saturated much faster even though it also grew m
or less linearly in time in the beginning, and the base len
of the deformation reached the sample width at the sa
time. This transient behavior will be analyzed in more det
below. The qualitative behavior for theDC.0 case is
clearly visible in Fig. 4 which shows successive fronts with
time difference of 0.5 s forDC50.327.

A more quantitative comparison between the mean-fi
solution for the noise-averaged front and the observed sl
combustion fronts can also be made. For this purpose
found it convenient to consider instead of the profile heig
DH6 the average slopes of the left-hand~LH! sides of the
profiles~c.f. Fig. 3!, k6[2DH6 /L. As we do not expect to
be in the strictly asymptotic regime, we have used the
transcendental equations forq in Eqs. ~4! and ~5! above
when fitting the observedk6 with the mean-field result.

The average slopes, as functions of concentration dif
enceDC, will now depend on two parameters,A[H0 /L
andB[2.1L/ne , which are used to fit the measured slop
From the fitted values for these parameters we can then
timate the coefficientsl andne for this system.

We show in Fig. 5 the experimentally determined valu
for k1 andk2 together with the fit by the mean-field solutio
using Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

FIG. 3. Average front profiles with a columnar defect forDC
560.33 ~upper and lower profiles, respectively!.
3-4
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Fits to the data were not very sensitive to the actual va
of parameterA so the correlation coefficient did not chang
much even ifA was changed in a relatively large interval.
the DC.0 andDC,0 data were fitted separately witho
any restrictions on the two parameters, these fits had al
tendency to produce somewhat different values for the
cases. As the signal-to-noise ratio is better for theDC.0
data, we fixedA such that it was between the two separat
fitted values but closer to the one from the unrestricted tw
parameter fit to theDC.0 data, and in the interval within
which the quality of this fit was essentially unchanged:A
.0.3. Thereafter an unrestricted one-parameter fit to
whole data was used to find the value forB. In this way we
found thatB.2.5.

The fitted values for parametersA and B allow now an
estimation of two physical parameters, the ‘‘renormaliz
surface tension’’ne and the coefficient of the nonlinear ter
l. We thus find thatne.144 mm2 s21 andl.5.6 mm s21.
In the estimate forne we used an ‘‘effective’’ sample width

FIG. 4. Successive fronts with a time difference of 0.5 s for
concentration differenceDC50.327. Also marked are the strip
with enhanced concentration of potassium nitrate, the fronts
tween which the average profile is determined~thick lines!, the
height of the final profile, and the average shape of the profile.
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Leff.180 mm, a bit smaller than the width 202 mm of th
actual sample, due to the width of the defect stripe and
allowing for some boundary effects. By other methods
have found previously thatl.4.1–5.1 mm s21 @9#, so that
the value found here is fairly close to these previous e
mates.

In view of the unavoidable fluctuations in the measur
averaged slopes, we find the fits to the measured points
the mean-field solution to be quite reasonable.

D. Defect-induced change in front velocity
and the queueing transition

As already discussed above, the mean-field solution p
dicts a faceting or queueing transition atDC50. Above this
transition (DC.0), the average front velocity is increase
due to the presence of enhanced driving in the defect,
below this transition the change in front velocity should va
ish for large enoughL̃. For negativeDC the change in ve-
locity is negative, and should decrease in magnitude w
increasinguDCu. According to Kandel and Mukamel@13#,
this transition should appear at aDCcr.0.

As the numerical data of Ref.@13# are not decisive, and
there are other seemingly contradictory results@14–19#, we
have done@22# simulations on a totally asymmetric ASE
model with a fixed defect bond with hopping raterp in the
middle of the system, while the hopping rate at the oth
bonds wasp. Open boundary conditions were imposed su
that the hopping-in rate at the left boundary wasap, and the
hopping-out rate at the right boundary wasbp. In what fol-
lows we only consider the casea5b5p51/2.

This model shows@22# a queueing transition atr 5r c
50.8060.02. For r c,r ,1 there is a power-law shape
density profile around the slow bond, and the profile b
comes flat only atr 51. For r .1, which corresponds to a
fast defect bond, the density profile around the defect a
displays a power-law shape, but with a different expone
The density profile thus displays a qualitatively similar d
ference between a faceted slow-bond case (r ,r c) and the
corresponding fast defect-bond case as the mean-field s
tion for the KPZ fronts with enhanced and reduced driving

e-

FIG. 5. The absolute value of the average LH slope of the
formed front profile around a columnar defect as a function of d
ference in the potassium-nitrate concentration. The full line is a
by the mean-field solution using Eqs.~4! and ~5!.
3-5
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the columnar defect, respectively, except that in the AS
solution for a fast defect bond the density profile has
power-law shape instead of a logarithmic one. The me
field solution does not have a phase that would correspon
that of the power-law shaped density profile around a s
bond in the ASEP model.

Our results thus seem to contradict the directed polym
results@14–19#. One should, however, notice that we find
more complex structure. The queued ASEP phase repres
a strongly localized state, while the power-law shaped pro
represents a form of weak localization. Earlier directed po
mer studies may have been insensitive to this distinct
Support for a weakly localized phase is also reported in R
@23#. For more details on the ASEP solution and the tran
tion, see Ref.@22#.

As the detailed shapes of the front profiles are difficult
determine experimentally, we only compare the results
the dependence of the average front velocityV[^v& ~current
J[^ j &) on the potassium nitrate concentrationC ~hopping
ratep). In this comparison dimensionless variables are us
(V2V0)/V0 for the change in the front velocity, and sim
larly for the current but for reversed sign as enhanced driv
in the defect corresponds to a slow bond,DC/C0 for the
potassium-nitrate concentration difference, andDp/p51
2r for the hopping-rate difference. Differences are all det
mined between the value with or at the defect and the va
elsewhere or without the defect. In this way no fitting
involved in the comparison. Obviously the actual drivin
force is not known exactly for the slow-combustion fron
but the observed linear dependence well above the pin
transition between the potassium-nitrate concentration
the front velocity suggests that the dimensionless differe
can be reliably used in this kind of comparison.

This comparison of the slow-combustion experiment a
the totally asymmetric ASEP model results is shown in F
6. It is evident from this figure that agreement between
two results is reasonable as there is no fitting involved. Th
are still fairly large fluctuations in the experimental data, a
it is not possible to have results for very small values ofDC
as fluctuations tend to wipe out the whole effect, and
system is then not in the ‘‘asymptotic regime.’’ These resu

FIG. 6. Scaled velocity change of slow-combustion fronts due
a columnar defect as a function of (C2C0)/C0 (!), and scaled
current change in the totally asymmetric ASEP model due t
defect bond as a function of (p2rp)/p512r (s). The full line
connects the latter data points@22#.
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indicate, however, that there indeed is a faceting~queueing!
transition at a nonzeroDCcr ~nonzeroDpcr , i.e., r cÞ1).

E. Transient behavior

In addition to the stationary profiles analyzed above, it
also possible, as already indicated, to study the transient
files, i.e., how the defect-induced profiles grow at the init
phases of the process. The transient behavior of the pr
around a columnar defect with enhanced driving is parti
larly simple. The Burgers equation~3! admits in this case a
solution of exactly the same shape as the stationary solu
which grows linearly in time until its baseline reaches t
width of the sample. Such a ‘‘self-similar’’ transient does n
exist in the case of negativeDC, so analytical results for
transient behavior are then difficult to find. In the nonasym
totic regimeL̃!1 one can, however, show that the situati
is symmetric,DH2.2DH1 . One would thus expect tha
at least in our case whenL̃ is not particularly large, the
height uDH2u would also grow initially~at least nearly! lin-
early in time.

The expected transient behavior forDC.0 is already
~qualitatively! evident from Fig. 4 above. More quantita
tively the transient time evolution of the height of the d
formed profile can be analyzed, e.g., by plottingDH(2t)
againstDH(t). For a linear time evolution the former valu
is twice the latter. In Fig. 7 we show this plot, averaged ov
32 individual burns, including both signs ofDC.

The initial transient behavior is approximately linear
time for both cases. ForDC.0 the trend continues nearl
linear until saturation sets in when the width of the profi
equals the width of the sample. ForDC,0 the behavior is
quite similar except that saturation takes place earlier. Th
is also some indication that, in this case, the growth ofDH
becomes nonlinear in time already before saturation, but
quality of the data does not allow for a decisive conclus
on this.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The difference in the amplitude~height!, and perhaps no
so clearly in the shape, of the front in the slow-combust
experiments caused by a columnar defect with enhance

o

a
FIG. 7. DH(2t) as a function ofDH(t) averaged over 32 burns

Positive values correspond toDC.0 and negative values toDC
,0. The full line isDH(2t)52DH(t).
3-6
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reduced driving was clearly demonstrated. The behavio
the height of the deformed profile and the qualitative sh
of the profile in the case of enhanced driving were also r
sonably well explained by the mean-field solution of R
@10#. The asymptotic shape of the profile in the case of ne
tive velocity difference could not be unequivocally dete
mined as fluctuations are more important because of r
tively small amplitude of the profile in this case. Th
reduced, in comparison with the case of enhanced driv
height of the profile was very evident. In the case of posit
velocity difference, the transient behavior of the profile, i.
the growth of the defect induced deformation in the pro
shape, could as well be explained by the mean-field solut
For negative velocity difference a nearly linear behavior
time was observed initially, followed perhaps by a regime
nonlinear time evolution before saturation.

Fitting the average height~or, equivalently, the averag
slopes of the sides! of the profile with the mean-field solu
tions provided us with estimates for the effective surfa
tensionne and the coefficient of the nonlinear terml. The
latter parameter can also be determined from the slope
pendence of the local front velocity@5,9#, or by applying an
inverse method on the observed fronts@9#. The value found
here forl is fairly close to these previous estimates, and
find this level of agreement very reasonable in view of
rather large fluctuations in the present data.

One should, however, notice that thel measured for a
sample depends on the potassium-nitrate concentratio
that sample, and that the average potassium-nitrate con
trations were not the same in the samples used in the ex
y

-

-

,

R
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ments. We did not take this variation into account, as it c
be assumed to give a small effect in comparison with
other experimental uncertainties, so that the present estim
represents an ‘‘average’’ value.

The effective surface tensionne contains, in addition to
the ‘‘bare’’ surface tension of the original KPZ equation, a
unknown renormalization factor due to noise-induced flu
tuations around the average front profile. We cannot thus
an estimate for the bare surface tensionn, which can be
estimated by other means@9#. However, we can conclude
that the noise-induced renormalization ofne appears to be
sizable.

The position and nature of the faceting~queueing! transi-
tion in interfaces affected by a columnar defect~in the ASEP
model by a defect bond! has been a long-standing problem
The agreement found here between slow-combustion exp
ments with a columnar defect and the related ASEP mo
results indicates that this transition is indeed at a nonz
value of the respective control parameter. No scaling prop
ties of the transition could be analyzed at this stage, but
ASEP model results also indicate that this transition is c
tinuous. It remains an experimental and theoretical challe
to analyze this transition in more detail.
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